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What if a fascist, autocratic President took over the United States? And what if that President lost

California, the sixth largest economy on Earth, by nearly 2-to-1... a margin of almost 3 1/2 million

votes? What if the day after that President took power, the largest mass demonstration in history

occurred, and the state with the largest turnout was California. And then, the following week, two of

the largest international airports in the world, California's LAX and SFO, were blockaded by

protesters? What if California refused to be ruled? From the creators of YOUNG TERRORISTS,

Matteo Pizzolo (GODKILLER) and Amancay Nahuelpan (CLANDESTINO), comes this tale of

resisting oppression, punching Nazis, protecting each other, kicking ass, and demanding liberty for

all.
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It's good, both story and art. Perhaps it's not Persepolis, but it's in that vein. I enjoyed it.Of course,

it's politically sensitive, so you will have lots of right-wingers whining about the content, on top of

which you will have a lot of people who do not know how to read graphic novels or think of graphic

novels as kiddie books. You should expect that this book will get a bad rating for all the wrong



reasons. The trolls are many, so I would be shocked if this ends up with higher than a 2.5 rating.

Ok. You have your fascist-religious-murdering henchman in the red corner and your tattooed

debauched motorcycle driving courier in the blue corner. I guess, don't pick this up expecting

nuance. But its pretty fun given how f***d the real country is right now. Somewhat cathartic. The

back page interviews with real activists are something I'd have bought this issue for alone. I mean...

he has an interview with Bill Ayers. Crazy.

Go ahead Kaliforinia, LEAVE! We don't want you any more. Illinois and NY can follow! The rest of

us will be fine...
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